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DATE:  November 21, 2013 
 
SUBJECTS:  Adoption of the following amendments in order to implement the Columbia Pike 
Neighborhoods Area Plan: 
 

1. Adoption of amendments to the “Policy Guidance for Transfer of Development Rights” 
(TDR Policy). 

 
2. N-FBC-13-01 Zoning Ordinance amendments to amend, reenact, and recodify Article 

11.2 to incorporate §204.D (Transfer of Development Rights) regulations in the 
Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Form Based Code. 

 
C.M. RECOMMENDATIONS:   
 

1) Adopt the Amendments shown in Attachment A to the “Policy Guidance for Transfer 
of Development Rights” (TDR Policy) ; and 
 

2) Adopt the attached ordinance (as shown in Attachment B) to amend, reenact and 
recodify Article 11.2 of the Arlington County Zoning Ordinance, to incorporate a new 
§204.D  as set forth in the ordinance to provide for transfer of development rights 
regulations in the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Form Based Code. 

 
ISSUES:  These are policy and zoning ordinance amendments related to the Transfer of 
Development Rights tool to help preserve affordable housing in the Columbia Pike 
Neighborhoods Special Revitalization District.  The primary issues include whether a fixed or 
negotiated multiplier should be used and whether additional policies should be established for 
guiding density transfers related to Columbia Pike.  
 
SUMMARY:  At its meeting on November 16, 2013, the County Board adopted the Columbia 
Pike Neighborhoods Form Based Code, without §204.D (Transfer of Development Rights) 

 

23. C.
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regulations in order to allow additional time for review and discussion of the specific zoning 
details, including recommendations for a density multiplier.  This staff report provides an 
overview of staff’s recommendation, including how the proposed multipliers were derived; 
addresses questions that have been raised by the County Board and others on the TDR tool; and 
proposes additional refinements to the TDR policy for Columbia Pike.   
 
Staff recommends the following approach in order to incentivize the use of TDR for the 
preservation of affordable housing in the near term as the new Neighborhoods FBC becomes 
available, and to test it over a two-year time frame to determine its effectiveness: 

• Establish two TDR multipliers such that for every one Conservation Area Sending Site 
affordable unit that is preserved, 4.5 units may be transferred to a Columbia Pike 
Receiving Site or 3.5 units may be transferred to other sites in the County; 

• Set the multiplier for a 2-year time period, at which time it would sunset unless the 
County Board adopts a new multiplier or otherwise amends the zoning; 

• Certify density at a time concurrent with approval of a Receiving Site and density 
transfer; and 

• Ensure that the density transfer will preserve affordability for a term of 30 years, and 
buildings and sites are renovated to meet the Conservation Area Standards. 

 
Staff also recommends two additional elements to facilitate TDR transactions in a clear and 
transparent, yet cautious, manner.  First, staff recommends that the TDR policy be further 
amended to indicate that, when approving County-wide Receiving Sites for the Columbia Pike 
Sending Sites, the County Board expects to achieve on-site community benefits or other benefits 
meeting planning goals for a particular area, and would not anticipate that the full amount of 
potential additional density be achieved solely through TDR from Columbia Pike.  This new 
staff recommendation addresses the concerns of some that the Columbia Pike TDRs would only 
be used at Receiving Sites in lieu of bonus density that generate on- or off-site community 
benefits, such as green building standards and affordable housing.  Staff also recommends an 
additional element to the TDR policy indicating that ongoing and future land use study processes 
should consider how TDR could be used and/or accommodated.   
 
Second, staff recommends that further study be done to identify additional Receiving Sites for 
Columbia Pike.  While a detailed scope of work and schedule will be needed, staff believes this 
effort would be useful to specifically identify County-wide sites and also assess how TDR could 
be accommodated within the commercial center nodes along Columbia Pike.  With defined 
Receiving Sites, additional demand for TDR would be created which would make the TDR tool 
more effective.  This study could also provide more clarity on how TDR interacts with 
community benefits and could lead to further policy refinements to prioritize TDR and 
community benefits for future studies.    

BACKGROUND:  The County Board adopted the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Area Plan in 
July 2012.  Since that time, staff has prepared several planning and zoning implementation tools, 
including a new Neighborhoods Form Based Code (FBC), and obtained community feedback.  
On November 16, 2013, the County Board adopted amendments to the General Land Use Plan, 
Master Transportation Plan, Transfer of Development Rights Policy and the Neighborhoods 
FBC.  During the associated public hearing, the County Board voted to defer approval of the 
specific zoning details within the Neighborhoods FBC for Transfer of Development Rights 
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(TDR) (§204.D), including specific density multipliers and the certification process, to this 
County Board meeting in order to allow additional time for review of the proposed elements. 
 
The Neighborhoods Area Plan identified the TDR tool as a key incentive to aid in the 
preservation of Conservation Areas.  The Conservation Areas, the Barcroft and Fillmore Gardens 
apartment complexes, are garden apartments properties that have historical importance and 
contain significant amounts of affordable housing, open spaces, and mature trees.  Combined 
across both properties, staff estimates that approximately 1,540 units would remain within the 
Conservation Areas and be eligible for using the TDR tool. 
 
In addition to planning and zoning tools, staff has developed a set of financial implementation 
tools to assist with the preservation of 100% of the affordable housing, or 6,200 units, along the 
Columbia Pike corridor over a time frame of at least 30 years.  At its November 16, 2013 
meeting, the County Board authorized advertisement of two tools, Tax Increment Financing and 
a new funding program referred to as the Transit Oriented Affordable Housing fund, for 
consideration and approval at the December 14, 2013 County Board meeting. 
 
DISCUSSION:  The Neighborhoods Area Plan anticipated that an array of implementation tools 
would be necessary to achieve the Plan’s goal for affordable housing to preserve 100% of the 
existing supply of 6,200 units.  The Neighborhoods FBC will be a key tool to achieve this goal as 
each new project proposed under the Code would be required to provide a minimum amount of 
committed affordable housing.  It is estimated that approximately 1,800 units would be achieved 
with the FBC towards the 6,200 goal through the minimum requirement.  The Neighborhoods 
Area Plan also recommended use of the Transfer of Development Rights tool as a preferred tool 
to preserve affordable housing units in historic buildings within two Conservation Areas and to 
achieve large public parks identified in the Neighborhoods FBC.  While the TDR tool is a 
relatively new tool in Arlington and has been used in limited situations to preserve open space 
and historic buildings, it has not been used to preserve affordable housing. 
 
The TDR policy was amended by the County Board in November which signaled that TDR 
could be used on Columbia Pike.  As outlined in this staff report, the Neighborhoods FBC will 
provide the specific zoning regulations for how TDR is to be used.  In order to help preserve 
approximately 1,540 units, the Neighborhoods Area Plan anticipated that at least 3 to 4 times as 
many market rate units for every unit preserved would be needed to help offset the renovation 
costs and rent subsidies over a 30-year affordability term.  Through further analysis and 
assistance from consultants, staff has concluded that in order for the TDR tool to be most 
effective, additional density beyond a one-to-one ratio, through a multiplier, is needed.  The 
multipliers will enable density above that which exists today to be transferred to another site 
either along Columbia Pike or elsewhere in the County.  The importance of the additional 
density, by way of a multiplier, is in recognition that additional value is needed to preserve units 
in place and to ensure that the tool is an attractive incentive that would accomplish both the 
preservation of affordability and the renovation of the aging garden apartment buildings and their 
surrounding site areas.  Staff recommends two multipliers for the Columbia Pike Sending Sites 
whereby for every one unit preserved at the Sending Site, density equivalent to either 4.5 times 
or 3.5 times, the number of preserved units, depending on the location of the Receiving Site, may 
be transferred.   
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Additionally, TDRs are proposed to be used to provide an incentive to create new public open 
spaces envisioned by the Neighborhoods Area Plan.  In the Conservation Areas, TDRs may be 
approved when new public open spaces are provided as shown on the Regulating Plan.  To 
incentivize the preservation of open spaces and dedication for public access, the density eligible 
to be transferred would be equal to the amount of square feet of open space created, on a one to 
one square foot basis.  Similarly, a large Neighborhood Park, approximately one acre in size, is 
specified on the Regulating Plan.  In order to set aside this large public open space, the 
Neighborhoods Area Plan anticipated that TDR may be needed.  Therefore, as part of the 
Neighborhoods FBC the density eligible to be transferred to another part of the project site, 
another area within the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Special Revitalization District eligible for 
bonus height, or another area in the County to achieve the Neighborhood Park would be the same 
for open spaces within Conservation Areas, at a one to one ratio on a square foot basis.  This is a 
lower density transfer factor than proposed for the preservation of units as there would be lower 
costs to the developer to create the open space. 
 
The following information addresses questions raised about this tool and its use and impacts 
along Columbia Pike and County-wide.  The staff responses provide more specific information 
on the TDR tool and incorporate staff’s recommendations.  Staff has also prepared a set of pros 
and cons for the TDR concepts (see Attachment C).   
   

1. Should a fixed or negotiated multiplier be used to preserve affordable housing?  
Should the density transfer multiplier be the same for density on the Pike and off 
the Pike? 
 
The Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Area Plan, adopted in July 2012, contemplated that 3 
to 4 times as many market rate units may be needed on Receiving Sites to preserve the 
affordability of one Sending Site unit, therefore creating additional density to transfer 
from the Sending Site would be necessary as an incentive to achieve affordable housing.  
Since Plan adoption, consultants assisted staff to further evaluate the economic feasibility 
of TDR transactions.  The consultants analyzed the cost of preserving the affordability of 
Sending Site Conservation Area units and renovation costs as well as the estimated TDR 
value available at Receiving Sites on Columbia Pike and throughout the County.  It was 
found that the cost of preserving affordability and renovating a unit ($180,000 to 
$200,000 per unit) is well above the estimated TDR value available at Receiving Sites 
($45,000 to $86,000 per unit).  Therefore, a TDR multiplier will help to generate a TDR 
transfer value that would be acceptable to both parties.  Ultimately, the actual transacted 
value will be negotiated by the Sending and Receiving site property owners. 
 
It should be noted that this tool has never been used for the purposes of preserving market 
rate affordable housing within the County and is furthermore a unique application for a 
TDR program within the United States.  The untested nature of using TDR to preserve 
market rate affordable housing carries with it a certain amount of risk that will be 
applicable to all potential Receiving Sites as well as the identified Sending Sites.  The 
resulting TDR multipliers, described below, are an effort to mitigate this risk, incentivize 
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TDR transactions and the preservation of affordable housing and help to “jump-start” the 
market. 
 
Staff originally recommended the density eligible for transfer to be up to 4.5 times the 
specified number of committed affordable housing units. There were concerns raised by 
the County Board that the multiplier should be different for County-wide sites as opposed 
to Columbia Pike sites, questions on whether it should be set to allow for adjustments 
over time, and suggestions that a negotiated multiplier, determined by the County Board 
on a case by case basis, may be a viable option.  In light of these concerns, the County 
Board authorized advertisement of provisions that included a broader regulation that 
would set the amount of density to be certified by the County Board in conformance with 
§15.5.3 of the Zoning Ordinance [required findings for County Board approval of a use 
permit] and in furtherance of meeting the purposes and goals of the Neighborhoods Area 
Plan (“… The amount of density eligible for transfer shall be determined by the County 
Board in accordance with the standards set forth in 15.5.3 and in furtherance of the 
purposes of the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Area Plan”).   

 
Since the advertisement, staff reconsidered its recommendations for the multiplier values 
in order to address the concerns raised about whether they should be set uniformly.  Staff 
reached a new conclusion to set two multipliers as described below.  However, staff 
continues to recommend that fixed multipliers are integral to the success of the tool and 
its ability to help achieve the Neighborhoods Area Plan goals.  The benefit of fixed 
multipliers is that they add a layer of certainty to the project which will help incentivize a 
Receiving Site developer to use the tool.  In contrast, a multiplier determined on a case-
by case basis will add another layer of uncertainty for the Receiving Site developer.  The 
extra time and money spent negotiating a density transfer amount with the County could 
preclude use of this tool by property owners. Furthermore, fixed multipliers allow the 
County to approach TDR transfers in a consistent and even approach.  Staff recommends 
the following multipliers, depending on the location where density would be transferred: 
 
 Columbia Pike Receiving Sites 

Based on the analysis conducted by the consultants, staff recommends setting the 
multiplier at 4.5 times every unit preserved at the Sending Site to incentivize 
preserving affordability and historic buildings through the transfer of density to sites 
in the Columbia Pike revitalization area.  The multiplier was arrived at by applying 
$200/SF in Sending Site costs divided by $45/SF in Receiving Site value.  The 
multiplier will help ensure there is sufficient value in the project at the Receiving Site 
to warrant the cost of utilizing TDR. Providing a lower multiplier, such as 2.4 
($180/SF divided by $75/SF) may limit the incentive of using TDR and render it 
infeasible at Columbia Pike Receiving Sites. 
 

 County-Wide Receiving Sites 
Due to the potentially higher estimated TDR Receiving Site values within transit 
corridors as compared to the estimated values in Columbia Pike, staff recommends 
setting the multiplier at 3.5 for every unit preserved at the Sending Site for density 
transferred to the Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor or the Crystal City-Pentagon City 
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Corridor.  The multiplier was arrived at by applying $200/SF in Sending Site costs 
divided by $57/SF in Receiving Site value.  This lower multiplier takes into account 
the high-value and established nature of the residential and commercial markets 
within the transit corridors.  In other words, a 3.5 multiplier applied to receiving sites 
in the transit corridors (as opposed to a 4.5 multiplier for Columbia Pike Receiving 
Sites) would provide an incentive to use TDR while taking into consideration that the 
County-wide sites may be carrying less risk than sites on Columbia Pike. 
 

Multiplier Methodology: 
The density transfer multiplier is, in part, based on an economic analysis of the current 
cost to renovate and preserve affordability at a Sending Site as compared to the TDR 
value available at the Receiving Site.  Below is a description of the values as provided by 
the consultants, HR&A. 

Estimated Sending Site Costs: 
 Estimated cost of renovation - $40/SF to $50/SF ($40,000/unit to 

$50,000/unit) 
 Estimated cost of preserving affordable housing by subsidizing foregone rents 

- $140/SF to $150/SF ($140,000 to $150,000/unit)1 
 Total estimated sending site costs = $180 to $200/SF ($180,000 to 

$200,000/unit) 
 
Estimated Receiving Site Value: 
The TDR analysis assumed Columbia Pike Receiving Sites will need to utilize 
concrete and steel construction in order to achieve the heights allowed for the 
bonus stories.  In order to support concrete and steel construction, rents would 
need to be similar to those rents found in the Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor.  The 
resulting Receiving Site ranges of values on Columbia Pike are therefore similar 
to the estimated TDR values along the Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor.  
 
Estimated Receiving Site TDR Values
Location Low High
Columbia Pike Receiving Site Value/SF $45 $75
Rosslyn-Ballston Receiving Site Value/SF $45 $86  

 
The range of Receiving Site values shown above takes into account the estimated value 
of the project (Net Operating Income [NOI]) minus costs of development (land, site prep, 
hard and soft costs).  It was then estimated that a 7.25% return on the project (NOI 
divided by total project cost) would be needed in order to make the project feasible.  The 
resulting value was then discounted 50% to 75% to account for economic uncertainty.  It 
was estimated that the Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor may have approximately $11 more per 
square foot in value available for TDR ($86/SF as compared to $75/SF estimated for 
Columbia Pike once the market is able to support concrete and steel construction).  This 

                                                        
1 Assumes achievable garden apartment market rate rent = ~$2.00/SF/month and Year 1 affordable unit rent = 
$1.35/SF/month. The cost of preserving affordability is this difference capitalized over 30 years.  Assumptions 
include an annual 3% growth in rent for market rate units and 2.8% growth for affordable units. 
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high-end estimate takes into account certain areas within the Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor 
that may have higher TDR values due to the historically well performing nature of this 
market. 

 
2. How would the approval processes work using fixed and negotiated multipliers?   

 
Under staff’s proposal, the TDR multipliers would be included in the Neighborhoods 
FBC.  This would indicate the amount of density available to transfer to a Receiving Site 
and would enable a Sending Site owner to start negotiations.  Receiving Site owners 
would have more certainty on how much density could be transferred and the process 
would be streamlined and enable more focused discussions on the consistency of the 
proposal with plans, policies and zoning requirements.  Each project, the Sending Site 
FBC Use Permit and the Receiving Site FBC Use Permit or Site Plan, would move 
through the respective approval processes.  At the time the Receiving Site was ready for 
County Board approval, the County Board would first certify the amount of density to 
transfer, and through approval of the Receiving Site, approve the density transfer.   
 
With a negotiated process, or one with an analysis phase to set the multiplier, the time it 
takes a developer to get through the Site Plan or Use Permit process would be extended, 
and more uncertainty and risk would exist for both the Sending Site and Receiving Site 
owners.  In a fully negotiated process, there would be no certainty until the end of the 
review process when the County Board would consider the Receiving Site proposal and 
confirm how much density could be transferred.  This process would not have established 
parameters and would make the review process complex for the applicants, staff, and 
community members.  The process would be longer which would add costs for the 
applicant and fundamentally make it unlikely that the tool would be used.   
 
If a distinct process to determine a multiplier was inserted into the approval process, this 
option would provide more clarity than a fully negotiated option and make it more 
favorable.  However, it too would add more time for processing an application which 
could undermine the tool’s effectiveness and interest by developers/property owners.  In 
this scenario, staff would undertake a study of the then current economic factors to arrive 
at a proposed multiplier for the Sending Site units, and would make a recommendation to 
the County Board to approve a multiplier and set number of potential units eligible for 
transfer for the associated project.  This would be similar to the work staff has just 
completed in this process; however, additional details on the Receiving Site would be 
obtained with a requirement for an appraisal.  Staff preliminarily estimates this phase 
could add 3 to 7 months to complete, with the longer time expected if a community 
review and discussion of the economic conditions and assessment is required.  Staff 
maintains its recommendations to include fixed multipliers, with a sunset, as these 
conditions would give more certainty to the entire process, and without it could 
incentivize by-right development at the Sending Sites. 
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3. Should the multiplier be applied only to a set number of units, for a limited time 

frame? 
 
The County Board raised concerns about setting a multiplier that would apply to all 1,540 
Sending Site units for an undefined period of time and by doing so may have unintended 
consequences of either over-incentivizing the transaction if the multiplier is set too high 
or perhaps under-incentivizing the transaction if the multiplier was set too low.  
Therefore, the question of whether the County should set parameters on the program, in 
order to test the multiplier, was brought forth.   
 
To address this concern, staff recommends testing this TDR program for a 2-year period.  
Within this two-year period, Sending Sites would have the option to transfer density to 
Receiving Sites using the above-mentioned multipliers.  At the end of these two years, 
staff would re-evaluate the program.  The reevaluation could include consideration of 
extending the program for another two or more years and adjusting the multiplier up or 
down. As mentioned above, the benefit of a fixed multiplier (which would be set for a 2-
year period) is that it allows for a more straightforward and predictable process.  With 
this evaluation process of the multiplier, and staff’s recommendation for tying the 
certification process to identification of Receiving Sites as outlined in #3 below, staff 
does not recommend setting a limit on the amount of units that can be certified using the 
recommended multipliers. 

 
4. What are the implications of pre-certifying Sending Site units? 

 
For the purposes of advertisement, staff had recommended that the certification could 
occur either in advance of, or when a Receiving Site was identified.  In order to provide 
more certainty on where and how much density would be transferred, staff recommends 
that the density certification occur when a Receiving Site is identified.  Although the 
Sending Site units are eligible to transfer density according to the Neighborhoods Area 
Plan policies and the provisions included in the Form Based Code (including designation 
of either a Conservation Area or Neighborhood Park on the Regulating Plans), the actual 
certification of this density would only be allowed once a Receiving Site has been 
identified.  Requiring identification of a Receiving Site at the time of certification (as 
opposed to allowing certification without an identified Receiving Site) helps to mitigate 
the concern that TDR may over-supply the market with density that does not have 
identified Receiving Sites, particularly in light of the large amount of units desired to be 
preserved (1,540 units combined at the two Sending Site Conservation Areas). However, 
should a Receiving Site have the capacity to receive a significant amount of density, this 
would facilitate the Neighborhoods Area Plan’s objectives to preserve those units in place 
at the Conservation Areas.  
 
If density certification were allowed in advance, there is no certainty where the density 
would be located and may add too much supply to the market as compared to potential 
demand. Furthermore, there is no financial benefit to the Sending Site owner to certify 
density without an identified Receiving Site because the Sending Site owner would not 
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likely obtain any financial payment to meet the County’s requirements for the Sending 
Site until a Receiving Site is found and a use permit or site plan project that uses the 
transferred development rights is approved.  At the time of certification, the County 
would require approval of a FBC use permit to ensure the affordable housing 
preservation commitments are in place, and that the renovation plans for the existing 
buildings and site improvements meet the FBC Conservation Area standards.  
 

5. Does the application of Historic Preservation or Low Income Housing Tax Credits 
change the multiplier? 
 
The goal of the TDR program is to incentivize the current owners to preserve 
affordability of affordable units along Columbia Pike.  If they were able to sell the 
density specified by the proposed multipliers to Receiving Sites, then it is possible they 
could obtain additional funds through the LIHTC program or the historic tax credit 
program.  However, this would assume the current owners utilize such programs.  While 
it is possible, it is not certain that the current owners would want to go through the 
extensive application process.  If the multiplier were lowered to account for possible 
funds obtained through LIHTC or historic preservation, it may not encourage existing 
owners to use either the tax credits or the TDR tool. 
 

6. If no Columbia Pike Receiving Sites were identified or available, how many units 
would potentially be available to transfer to County-wide sites?  
 
By applying the proposed 3.5 multiplier for transfer to County-wide sites, approximately 
5,390 units would potentially be available to transfer in order to preserve all of the 1,540 
Sending Site units.  
 

7. Could the County revisit the Commercial Nodes and allow TDR Receiving Sites 
there?  Is there any place on the Nodes where they could potentially use TDR 
without necessarily changing building typologies (i.e. stick/wood frame building to 
concrete and steel)? 
 
In order to allow for TDR transactions in the Columbia Pike Special Revitalization 
District Form Based Code (i.e., existing commercial centers FBC), the TDR policy would 
need to be amended and the Columbia Pike Special Revitalization District Form Based 
Code would need to be amended to allow for bonus stories.  Currently, most sites can 
build up to 5 stories following the Avenue frontage type or up to 6 stories following the 
Main Street frontage type under the commercial centers Code, with no bonus stories 
allowed.  Applying bonus stories above 6-story buildings would mean the construction 
typology would need to change from wood frame to concrete and steel.  There are a 
limited number of sites in the “Neighborhood Center” node, at Columbia Pike between S. 
Wakefield Street and Four Mile Run, where the building height is limited to four stories.   
 
Amending the FBC to allow for two stories of bonus in those locations, or amending the 
Code to allow one bonus story in the Avenue frontage type, would make TDR achievable 
using stick construction.  A map of these areas is shown in Attachment D.  However, 
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staff recommends evaluating the additional height through a community process in order 
to assess whether additional height is appropriate in this location.  See additional 
discussion below for Question 10 regarding further study of the TDR tool.    
 

8. Should the County Board set a policy to indicate that a certain percentage of the 
TDR supply be accommodated at Columbia Pike Receiving Sites? 
 
Staff recognizes that a closed TDR system where density is transferred to and from sites 
in the same area would be the simplest approach to TDR.  However, several factors 
suggest that TDR must rely on other sites County-wide: 1) a significant amount of units 
must be preserved to meet the conservation goals and the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods 
FBC Receiving Sites do not have the capacity to accommodate the full supply; 2) the 
Columbia Pike sites are not primed and ready for the TDR market today and will require 
an increase in rents to support concrete and steel construction; and 3) a sufficient demand 
for the supply will help make the tool effective in the marketplace with competitive 
negotiations.   
 
If a policy were to be adopted to indicate that the County Board intends to transfer a 
substantial amount of the TDR density to and from Columbia Pike sites, this may limit 
the tool’s effectiveness and be difficult to administer.  With a general policy (i.e., “over 
time there would be an expectation that Columbia Pike will satisfy its TDR demand”), 
this may limit opportunities to transfer density to County-wide sites and may create 
uncertainty as to whether the community and County Board would support density 
transfers to a county-wide site if the policy indicates a preference towards the Columbia 
Pike sites.  Alternatively, if the policy were to be adopted with a specific amount or 
percentage, that percentage amount would be set now and would be based upon the 
currently recommended multiplier.  However, over time, staff anticipates that the 
multipliers would change and, therefore, the percentage would need to be adjusted.  
Therefore, staff does not recommend amending the policy in this manner.  In order to 
achieve more reassurance with this tool and protect against concerns that the TDR would 
limit the County’s ability to achieve other planning goals or project benefits, staff 
recommends another amendment to the TDR policy as outlined below in response to 
Question 9. 
 

9. Should there be limits on how much density can be transferred to any one Receiving 
Site?   
 
The implied benefit of limiting the amount of density that can be transferred would be to 
make sure the project includes on-site community benefits that are normally obtained 
through other bonus tools.  However, limiting TDR at any one Receiving Site would be 
limiting the potential to preserve affordability of all of the 1,540 Sending Site units using 
TDR, which is an important goal of the Columbia Pikes Neighborhood Area Plan. 
 
While no limits may be needed for Columbia Pike Receiving Sites because the 
transferred density would be contained within a pre-defined building form set by the 
Form Based Code and the preserved units would be maintained along Columbia Pike, 
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staff acknowledges that TDR competes with on-site community benefits in other 
locations county-wide.  Therefore, in response to those with concerns about how other 
planning goals will be met if TDR is solely used to earn more density, staff recommends 
an amendment to the TDR policy.  This additional policy would indicate the County 
Board’s intent to approve site plan projects that balance on-site benefits, or other 
planning goals for the area, and would not expect to approve earned density solely 
through TDR, unless a specific site or area was planned that way (see Attachment A).   
 

10. Should additional study of the TDR tool be undertaken? 

Staff agrees that additional study would help make TDR a more successful tool.  The 
study would be undertaken to evaluate and identify potential County-wide Receiving 
Sites as well as how TDR could be used within the commercial nodes along Columbia 
Pike.  Staff anticipates that the review of potential sites within the commercial nodes of 
Columbia Pike would be narrow and would not involve a comprehensive reexamination 
of the entire revitalization district.  Such work would likely entail examining sites coded 
for the Main street and Avenue building types to evaluate whether additional limited 
height could be appropriate to receive density with TDR from the Conservation Area 
Sending Sites.  Staff would evaluate the timing of such a study as it examines the overall 
planning work plan in early 2014.  A more detailed scope of work would be needed, 
including a determination of whether TDR would be assessed on an incremental path or 
through a separate dedicated process and how the analysis would be reviewed with 
community members and advisory commissions.  Until such time that additional study 
could be completed, staff recommends that the County Board could clarify its 
commitment towards using this tool by further amending the TDR policy to reflect that 
ongoing and future land use studies should examine how the TDR tool could be used (see 
Attachment A). 

 
CONCLUSION:  In summary, staff recommends the following TDR approach in order to 
incentivize use of the tool in the near term as the new Neighborhoods FBC becomes available, 
and to test it over a two-year time frame to determine its effectiveness: 

• Establish two TDR multipliers such that for every one Conservation Area Sending Site 
unit preserved, 4.5 units may be transferred to a Columbia Pike Receiving Site or 3.5 
units may be transferred to another site in the County (see Attachment B); 

• Set the multiplier for a 2-year time, at which time it would sunset unless the County 
Board adopts a new multiplier or otherwise amends the zoning (see Attachment B); 

• Certify density at a time concurrent with approval of a Receiving Site and density transfer 
(see Attachment B);  

• Ensure that the density transfer will preserve affordability for a term of 30 years, and 
buildings and sites are renovated to meet the Conservation Area Standards; 

• Adopt a new TDR policy indicating that the County Board intends to achieve both on-site 
community benefits, or other planning goals for the location, and not approve additional 
density solely by TDR, unless specifically identified for a particular site or area (see 
Attachment A); 

• Adopt a new TDR policy indicating that the County Board expects that ongoing and 
future land use studies will examine how TDR could be used (see Attachment A); and  
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• Undertake further study of the TDR tool specifically to assess and identify additional 
receiving sites, both County-wide and along Columbia Pike in the commercial centers 
nodes. 

Lastly, staff recommends a density transfer on a one-to-one square foot basis for the creation of 
new public open spaces in Conservation Areas or Neighborhood Parks as shown on the 
Regulating Plan in the Neighborhoods FBC (see Attachment B). 
 
With the proposed recommendations, staff has confidence that TDR will help achieve the goals 
set forth in the Neighborhoods Area Plan.  Establishing the TDR tool however in a less clear 
manner would diminish its use and could require higher demands on other tools or could mean 
adjustments to the Plan’s goals.  If the TDR tool is not used, the County may need more funding 
with the Affordable Housing Investment Fund (AHIF), or more funding through the proposed 
Tax Increment Financing tool.  If funding increases are not an option, the County may have to 
make changes to the proposed form of development in order to allow for additional opportunities 
for bonus density to achieve more on-site affordable housing, or may have to readjust and reduce 
the overall housing goal.    
 
The proposed policy and zoning ordinance amendments will help implement the Columbia Pike 
Neighborhoods Area Plan goals for preservation of affordable housing within two historically 
significant garden apartment complexes and the preservation of public open spaces.  To ensure 
that TDR is an effective tool, which would help reduce reliance on AHIF, staff recommends that 
the County Board approve the amendments to the TDR Policy related to the Columbia Pike area 
as shown in Attachment A and that it adopt the attached ordinance to incorporate specific zoning 
regulations as a new section §204.D for implementation of the TDR multipliers and certification 
process. 
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Attachment A 
 
Policy Guidance for Transfer of Development Rights:  
 
1. TDRs could occur only through a site plan or Columbia Pike Form Based Code Use Permit 

process on the receiving site. County Board must approve all sending and receiving sites.  
 

2. The amount of density transferred would generally be based on the unused by-right 
density on the site.  

 
3. In cases where certification was based on historic preservation, either a restrictive 

covenant or historic designation would be required on a sending site at the time that 
development rights are transferred.  

 
4. Additional density and other development rights associated with TDRs shall be subject 

to the limitations on maximum height and other building form regulations applicable to 
the receiving site, as provided for in the zoning district regulations, the adopted General 
Land Use Plan (GLUP), and other adopted plans for the area.  

 
5. If there are existing or future adopted sector plans or other adopted plans that include 

TDR policies, the TDR policies within those sector or areas plans supersede this Policy, 
recognizing that there are a variety of development patterns and community priorities 
throughout the County.  

 
a. The “Clarendon Revitalization District” is one area where specific zoning regulations 

for TDR have been adopted by the County Board. TDR tools for the purposes of 
achieving affordable housing, historic preservation, green building (LEED), open 
space and other extraordinary benefits for Clarendon are found in the “C-3” and 
Unified Commercial/Mixed-Use Development (UC/MUD) Zoning Tools and allow 
density to be transferred to and from eligible sites within Clarendon. Adopted zoning 
allows earned bonus density that does not fit within the prescribed building form 
(with the exception of excess bonus density earned through a cash contribution on a 
UC/MUD site), to be transferred to eligible receiving sites within the “Clarendon 
Revitalization District”.  
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b. The Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Form Based Code, which is part of the Arlington 
County Zoning Ordinance, also allows the Transfer of Development Rights within the 
“Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Special Revitalization District” as well as other 
locations County-wide. The County Board may approve certification of additional 
density on a sending site beyond the current density, as of the adoption of this 
Policy [11.16.13], for the purpose of achieving historic, open space, or affordable 
housing preservation, as set forth in the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Special 
Revitalization District Form Based Code.  When approving County-wide receiving 
sites, transferred density may not be the sole source of additional earned density 
and that the County Board intends to achieve additional community benefits for the 
project or planning area to meet the planning goals for the area.  

 
6. The owner(s) of both the sending site and the receiving site are required to record deed 

restrictions on the sites, with substance and form acceptable to the County Attorney.  
 

7. The County Board may allow the following types of transfers: 1) a single transfer of all 
certified density or other development rights from one sending site to one receiving 
site, 2) a single transfer of all certified density or other development rights from one 
sending site to multiple receiving sites, 3) a multiple transfer of certified density or other 
development rights over time from one sending site to one or more receiving sites.  

 
8. Conversion Table to be used as guide when transferring density from units/acre districts 

to FAR districts:  
 

Type of Development  Square Footage Conversion  
Single-family and Townhouse  3,000 square feet  
Multi-family Apartment Unit  1,500 square feet  
Commercial  One square feet for one square feet  
 
 
9. The Manager will promulgate procedures to ensure fair administration of these policies.  

 
10. Ongoing and future land use studies should examine how transfer of development rights 

could be used to meet County goals. 
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N-FBC-13-01 
 
AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND, REENACT AND RECODIFY ARTICLE 11.2 OF THE 
ARLINGTON COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE AS FOLLOWS TO INCORPORATE A 
NEW §204.D (TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS) INTO THE COLUMBIA 
PIKE NEIGHBORHOODS SPECIAL REVITALIZATION DISTRICT FORM BASED 
CODE (CP-NFBC) FOR PROPERTIES LOCATED WITHIN THE COLUMBIA PIKE 
NEIGHBORHOODS SPECIAL REVITALIZATION DISTRICT (CPNSRD) ON THE 
GLUP, IN ORDER TO IMPLEMENT THE COLUMBIA PIKE NEIGHBORHOODS 
AREA PLAN, TO FACILITATE THE CREATION OF A CONVENIENT, 
ATTRACTIVE AND HARMONIOUS COMMUNITY; TO ENCOURAGE ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT; TO PROMOTE THE CREATION AND PRESERVATION OF 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING; TO PROTECT AGAINST DESTRUCTION OF OR 
ENCROACHMENT UPON HISTORIC AREAS; AND FOR OTHER REASONS 
REQUIRED BY THE PUBLIC NECESSITY, CONVENIENCE AND GENERAL 
WELFARE, AND GOOD ZONING PRACTICE. 
 

Be it ordained that Article 11.2 of the Arlington County Zoning Ordinance is hereby 
amended, reenacted and recodified as follows to incorporate a new §204.D,  governing Transfer 
Of Development Rights, into the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Special Revitalization District 
Form Based Code (CP-NFBC) for properties located within the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods 
Special Revitalization District (CPNSRD) on the GLUP in order to implement the Columbia Pike 
Neighborhoods Area Plan, to facilitate the creation of a convenient, attractive and harmonious 
community; to encourage economic development; to promote the creation and preservation of 
affordable housing; to protect against destruction of or encroachment upon historic areas; and 
for other reasons required by the public necessity, convenience and general welfare, and good 
zoning practice. 
 

* * * 
 
Proposed Zoning Ordinance Amendment 
In the proposed amendment, text proposed to be added is underlined. 
 

* * * 
 

204.D.  Transfer of Development Rights 
The transfer of development rights is permitted in order to achieve historic preservation, public open 
space and/or affordable housing within areas designated as CONSERVATION AREAS on the REGULATING 
PLAN, and for creation of NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS shown on the REGULATING PLAN. To achieve the 
above purposes, the County Board may certify a property as a sending site for transfer of development 
rights in accordance with the following: 

1.    In considering the approval of transfer of development rights from a DEVELOPMENT PROJECT in 
exchange for the dedication of a PUBLIC SPACE within a CONSERVATION AREA or a 
NEIGHBORHOOD PARK shown on the REGULATING PLAN, the County Board shall certify the 
property if it determines that the PUBLIC SPACE will meet the standards set forth in Section 506. 
The amount of density eligible for transfer shall be equal to the square footage of the dedicated 
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PUBLIC SPACE within a CONSERVATION AREA or the NEIGHBORHOOD PARK.  As part of the 
certification of density or approval of transfer of development rights, the County Board may 
require assurances that the PUBLIC SPACE will be preserved. 

2.    In considering the approval of transfer of development rights from a CONSERVATION AREA, the 
County Board shall approve such transfer if it determines that a specified number of units within 
the CONSERVATION AREA will be renovated consistent with Part 7, Conservation Area Standards 
and preserved as committed AFFORDABLE HOUSING UNITS as set forth in Section 902. The 
amount of density eligible for transfer shall be equal to 4.5 times the specified number of 
committed AFFORDABLE HOUSING UNITS when a Columbia Pike Neighborhoods FBC 
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT has been identified as the Receiving Site, or 3.5 times the specified 
number of committed AFFORDABLE HOUSING UNITS when a Site Plan proposal for a site 
elsewhere in the County has been identified as the Receiving Site; provided, however, that the 
aforementioned multipliers shall sunset on December 14, 2015 for density that has not been 
certified. 

3.    Any certification of Development rights from a sending site shall occur at the time of approval of 
a Receiving Site.  Density may be transferred either to 1) an area designated as a BONUS AREA 
on the REGULATING PLAN in accordance with Section 204.A above; or 2)  another site within the 
County in accordance with §15.6.7.B of the Zoning Ordinance. 
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Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Form Based Code   
Transfer of Development Rights 
 
 
PROS AND CONS OF A DENSITY TRANSFER MULTIPLIER 
 
Pros: 
 It is estimated that it will cost more to preserve affordability and renovate at a sending 

site unit than will be available in TDR value at a receiving site unit.   A multiplier will help 
facilitate the value negotiations between the property owners.  
 

o For example, if there was no multiplier, it is projected a receiving site on 
Columbia Pike would be able to offer $45/SF, or $45,000/unit (based on the NOI 
of the project, developer return, and cost of development).  A sending site is 
projected to need $200,000/unit in order to preserve affordability and renovate.  
A lower multiplier (or no multiplier) may make it more difficult for both parties 
to negotiate an agreed upon value. 
 

 TDR for the purposes of preserving housing affordability has never been used before in 
Arlington, and is a unique application within the United States.  Therefore, there is a 
certain amount of risk for both receiving and sending sites.  A TDR multiplier would help 
mitigate this risk and “jump-start” use of this tool.   

 
Cons: 
 A TDR multiplier will increase competition for certified sending sites already on the 

market. 
 

 TDR (with or without a multiplier) would compete with other bonus density and 
community benefits that would typically be allowed through the site plan and FBC 
process. 

 
PROS AND CONS OF A FIXED DENSITY TRANSFER MULTIPLIER 
 
Pros: 
 A fixed multiplier adds predictability for Sending and Receiving Site property owners as 

well as the County. 
 A fixed multiplier adds a layer of certainty to the project which will help incentivize a 

receiving site developer to use the tool.   
o In contrast, a multiplier determined on a case-by case basis will add another 

layer of uncertainty for the receiving site developer.  The extra time and money 
spent negotiating a density transfer amount with the County may preclude use 
of this tool. 
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 A fixed multiplier allows the County to approach TDR transfers in a consistent and even 
approach. 

 
Cons: 
 A fixed multiplier may over-incentivize the receiving site.  It is possible that there could 

be more TDR value at the receiving sites than estimated.  However, it is recommended 
the multiplier be reviewed every two years. 

 
   
CONSEQUENCES 
 
The Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Area Plan set the ambitious goal to preserve 6,200 units.  It 
was envisioned that TDR would be one of the most important tools to help preserve the 
affordability of 1,540 of these units (25% of the total) within the Barcroft and Fillmore 
Conservation Areas. 
 
Ultimately, TDR is a market driven tool.  Due to the untested nature of using TDR for the 
purposes of preserving affordable housing, it is recommended the County take measures to 
encourage transactions to maximize the use of this tool.  If the County does not take steps to 
help make TDR a predictable, straightforward, and worthwhile tool for both parties, preserving 
the affordability of these units using TDR might not be a viable option.   
 
A primary benefit of using TDR to preserve affordability at the Barcroft and Fillmore is that the 
County would not have to use direct County funds such as AHIF.  Because the County cannot 
own and operate affordable housing, an alternative to TDR would be to partner with a 
nonprofit affordable housing developer who would attempt to acquire the property with the 
assistance of County funds.  The County currently provides about $95,000/unit in AHIF subsidy.  
It is therefore estimated a total of $146.3 million in County funds would be needed to preserve 
the affordability of all 1,540 units if the funds were needed all at once (or $4.9 million per year 
over a 30-year period). 
 
It should be noted that this option assumes the non-profit can acquire the property all at once 
(which may require additional upfront investment by the County) or in phases.  If the property 
owner is unwilling to settle upon a price that is agreeable to both parties, or if the current 
owners decide not to sell the property, it is likely the property would develop under by-right 
options and affordability would be lost.  It is the staff recommendation to encourage TDR 
transactions to occur which will add another viable tool to the “toolbox” of affordable housing 
options for these two properties.   
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Town Center Regulating Plan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Village Center Regulating Plan 
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Neighborhood Center Regulating Plan 
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Western Gateway Regulating Plan 
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